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to.Q: firebase hosting to host angular 6 src I have angular 6
application on firebase hosting. It's working fine when I run the
application on But I want to host it on Firebase Hosting does not

allow me to serve static files. How can I solve it? A: Firebase Hosting
supports serving static files of dynamic paths. It's enabled by

default, so on Firebase hosting you'll have to either: Add a target to
the static files configuration of your angular app by appending the

following to the src/index.html file: Add a script src/index.html when
you open the page For example: Example {{ data }} index.html

Example Note that index.js only contains the line. If you look
carefully the solutions above (and others) describe how to render a

pre-built view (in your case the Angular6 app in your firebase
hosting). If what you need is to render the Angular app (or any other

html)
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